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With the rise of vaccine manufacturers in countries such as China, India and other areas of the world, it is becoming increasingly apparent that it is longer an absolute requirement to rely upon a single company partner to develop a specific vaccine product on a global basis. Utilizing their substantial internal markets, growing manufacturing capacities and increased product development experience, regional vaccine manufacturers offer an "alternative" business development strategy for new technologies other than that of the "one size fits all" global multinational firms. This strategy may be particularly useful where the medical needs may be more pressing in regional markets rather than in the typical U.S. and European pharmaceutical ones. In the area of vaccines, for example, the National Institutes of Health has been able to complete 14 agreements for six different products in India alone with multiple developmental partners with additional agreements completed with firms in China, Brazil, Vietnam and Korea. Attendees will gain a sense of how this regional licensing approach can work based upon the experience of the National Institutes of Health. Hopefully this will generate some creative ideas by attendees for their own product development projects and generate a faster global presence for their future vaccine products.
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